
Minutes August 13th 2015

Present
Norman Egan, Adam Irvine, Nancy McEwan, Wilma Shepherd, Jennifer
MacFarlane, Ann McLeish, Gillian Connolly, Elizabeth Sneddon, BrendaMorgan−Klein,

Philip Morgan−Klein

Apologies
Pat Churches, Jim McLean

The minutes were accepted.

Treasurer's Report
Bank £1,410.83
Cash £50.31
Total £1,461.14

The accounts were signed ready to go off to the auditors.

Secretary's Report
There were no objections to planning applications.

The public consultation on the move of the Post Office to the Spar from the Village
Pharmacy and its changed services was discussed. VCC does not welcome the
downgrading of services and the move to a space that is much smaller and the
potential loss of the ATM. In particular it was felt that the counter space in the Spar is
inadequate and lacks privacy. It was agreed to relay these concerns to the Post
Office.

Agreed to contact the Unison campaign against cuts in NL to request updates and
information on events.

The Quadrennial elections in October were discussed and several attendees took
nomination packs away.

CVAC Report
Philip reported on the considerable work that he Paula and Pat had done to get
things ready for the Beautiful Scotland visit. A hospital appointment meant that Adam
Smith of Cumbernauld Environmental Society was drafted to show the inspectors
around on the day. The community council noted its thanks to Adam. We will get the
result in September.

Philip noted that 4 fruit trees from the orchard have gone missing over the summer.
This is very disappointing and we can only replace them. Hanging baskets have
been stolen from the Main street also.

Work on painting the cabin with preserver is ongoing. Volunteers needed.

The CVAC fun night
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A flier for this event on 1 1th September was tabled. Donations for prizes in the raffles
very welcome.

AOB
Adam raised the issue of the continual non appearance of the police at meetings.
Agreed to contact them on this. Jennifer raised the issue of poor maintenance and
mess in Carrick Road near the swing park. Jennifer to contact NLC.
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